WESTON MUSIC SOCIETY

Manus Noble
An evening of fine classical guitar playing everything from Dowland through Piazzolla,
Dyens, and Yoshimatsu to Gary Ryan

Saturday 21st September 2013 at 7.30 pm
in Weston Parish Church SG4 7DJ
Tickets (£12.00 inc programme and interval drink)
under 19s free!
from Weston Stores, David’s Music
or ring 01462 790573

Manus Noble
Manus Noble is one of the most exciting and innovative of today's
generation of young guitarists. Both a performer and a composer,
Manus studied at the Royal College of Music under Gary Ryan and
after graduating with first class honours was awarded a scholarship to
do his Masters in Performance at the Royal Academy of Music in 2010,
where he also graduated with Distinction in 2012. A multi-award
winning guitarist, having performed throughout the UK and abroad,
Manus Noble's exciting and varied concerts are in high-demand.
Manus comes back to Weston having recorded his first CD
‘Nightshade’ here with recording engineer John Taylor.
For us Manus will be playing Leo Brouwer’s Un Dia de Noviembre,
Roland Dyens’s Libra Sonatine, Un Sueno en la Floresta by Agustin
Barrios and two pieces by Gary Ryan - not to mention works by
Dowland, Bruce MacCombie, Yuquijiro Yocoh and Takashi
Yoshimatsu.

"The real discovery was the youthful and prodigiously gifted Manus

Noble..the technical assurance and huge range of colours emanating
from his instrument pushing the boundaries...Here was a persuasive
concert performer, with an instantly appealing sound, evident
technical flair and the confidence to project his own imaginative
conception of each piece with an instinctive sense of style. Clearly a
name to watch."
Classical Guitar Magazine - Graham Wade
Supported by the Arts Council for North Herts
Our many regular supporters will be pleased to know that the Weston
Church’s lighting system is currently being upgraded. Prepare to be
amazed!
Weston Music Society’s next concert will be on Saturday 16 November,
to be given by the celebrated percussionists, the O Duo.

